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ABOUT US
NIAZI SOLUTIONS LIMITED IS THE MOTHER COMPANY OF

(1). Excel Pak Network Limited
(2). BPO Business LLC
(3). Fatimatic PLC
(4) Cost Estimation USA LLC
(5). Job Market ™®

https://fsymbols.com/computer/trademark/


CUSTOMER SERVICES

Customer service is the most important aspect for any company. By outsourcing this 
important department to ‘Niazi Solutions Limited ’ customer service teams, our clients can 
be assured, of customer satisfaction with quality. We operate 24/7 operational facilities, we 
can guarantee you round the clock experts dealing with customer`s questions & feedback. 
Doctors , hospitals, banks, travel agents and other professionals can benefit greatly from 
our cost effective and highly trained customer service team. They can ensure that every 
customer`s order, is dealt with on time and any queries are promptly handled.

TELEMARKETING
Marketing is an essential part of a product`s success and can be, done through 
various different ways. It can often become an extremely time consuming and 
costly activity. We help establish our client`s targets and start to significantly, 

increase the amount of sales for any particular client by targeting masses in 
different areas using our dedicated and highly trained marketing teams. Using 

email or telephone, they can help lower your cost of marketing and selling, 
produce genuinely interested customers and help in strengthening the 

relationship between our client and their end-customers.

OUR SERVICES



VIRTUAL RECEPTIONEST

In any office, the receptionist is the first point of contact. A smiling face and cheerful 
personality help in establishing a long lasting bond between the customer and the 
organization. We provide our customers with a cheerful and enthusiastic receptionist to 
greet their clients with a fresh face at any time, during the day. By means of a TV screen, 
the receptionist can perform duties of welcoming clients with a smiling face and answering 
phone calls without physically being there.

MARKETING
Our marketing strategy for our clients is simple yet effective. Every individual 

within our team is on the same page as far as product knowledge and marketing 
strategies are concerned. We endeavor to create a dynamic and concise plan to 

generate interest and entice potential customers to want more information about 
our client’s service and eventually become their clients.

.
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HELP DESK

Many tasks can, be handled without any fuss via, telephone and without the need to 
physically go anywhere. With bespoke training and product knowledge, our teams can 
monitor customer`s queries through email, telephone and fax ensuring an immediate 
response to almost every problem or query. Software and hardware developers can benefit 
greatly by utilizing the efforts of our teams, who are qualified and educated to handle all 
matters with ease and efficiency. They are available 24/7 without occupying your office 
space and can help your reduce overheads and expenses

SURVEY & DATA COLLECTION
Large organizations often require dedicated teams to carry out various 

surveys for a variety of purposes. We can carry out studies and researches 
and help you analyze and measure trends thus, helping you in forecasting 

and identifying important factors of your product`s demand, competence, 
and ranking. We can also help raise awareness for various different kinds of 

medical solutions, advancements, technological breakthrough, or help 
carry out studies indicating useful information that can be serve many 

purposes at a much lower cost.

OUR SERVICES



REGISTRATION  & RESERVATIONS

Hotels, Airlines and many large service organizations require personnel to handle client 
registration or prior reservations. We can undertake these reservations and registrations by 
routing these important calls to our dedicated teams and help you save office space, cost 
and most importantly, valuable time. Every call is, handled with the utmost dedication and 
commitment and all relevant information is, passed to you, and back up is available on our 
servers at all times, for your review.

BACK OFFICE

There are many places where the need to have back office support is vital. 
Niazi Solutions® ’ Back Office Support skills provide clients the flexibility to 
pick, and choose the methodologies, complete outsourcing service center 

processing, or an ideal blend of offsite solutions. Back Office Advantages 

OUR SERVICES



ORDER  TAKING

Sometimes, the calls from different people to many manufacturers and retailers are simple 
to place a particular order and often these calls are lost because of the lack of focus or 
distraction. It can get extremely busy and costly to maintain a department for this, in 
house. We can take these orders on your behalf with all calls and information recorded and 
prompt follow-up. This ensures quality, efficiency, and timely handling of every order.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

There are many places, where an emergency response is required as valuable 
assets can be lost through lack of professional handling. Utilizing, our highly 
equipped facility, you can ensure 100% availability, 0% downtime and avoid 

losing important assets. Our agents can take these calls with complete 
confidence and respond immediately while contacting and relaying all 

information to the respective authorities and departments.

OUR SERVICES



MEDICAL  TRANSCRIPTIONS

Medical transcription includes transformation of information from audio to text format for 
easy storage and documentation. We can lower the costs of this transformation and data 
storage to ensure that all sensitive information is, protected with utmost care and 
responsibility. Our agents are experienced Transcriptionists who perform this duty with 
ease and you will feel that difference, when you use  Niazi Solutions  medical 
Transcriptionists. We will lower your costs and increase your efficiency no matter where 
you are, based and how much you spend.

OUT SOURCING

Outsourcing is an agreement in which one company hires another company 
to be responsible for a planned or existing activity that is or could be done 

internally, and sometimes involves transferring employees and assets from 
one firm to another. What Niazi Solutions Does for you is to let other 

companies hire for your work.

OUR SERVICES



FREE JOB FAIR EVERY YEAR

OUR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES



BLOOD DONATION

OUR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

WE ARRANGE OVER 10,000 BOTTELS OF  BLOOD FOR HOPELESS CHILDRENS



PROFESSIONAL  STAFF

STAFF

a) About 300 expert telemarketers, 15 professional verifiers, 10 Supervisors, 5 
Floor Managers, 2 Manager Operations, 5 Business Development 
Managers, Expert and experienced 10 Quality Control Analyst, Admin Staff, 
5 security Guards, Higher Management plus a lot of human resource is at 
backup.

b)Our Agents are expert in In-Bound, Out Bound, SEO, Email Handling, 
Online Chat Support, Web Development, Designing, Web Search, Lead 
Generation, Surveys and Sales.

c) Agents have to attempt a comprehensive test before starting work.
d)Our IT experts are certified by Microsoft, they have certificates of CCNA, 

CCNI.
e) Human resource Manager and his team to maintain the decorum of work , 

Security guards, CC Camera observers to provide peace of mind for those 
who are working 

f) Event Manager , who always make some event ready to relax and refresh 
working environment , monthly events , sports, prizes, dinner parties, high 
tea, motivational rewards etc



YOU ARE SECURE WITH US

Physical Security
Close Circuit TV
Remote Access for 
viewing purpose.
24X7 management by 
security guard.

Network Security
Firewall
State of the art anti-Virus software
Our WAN/LAN switches and routers 
are password protected.

System Security
Disable CD/DVD/R drive access on all 
workstation.
Check and Clean all floppies and CD 
media before using
Disable USB ports on all workstations
Daily Backup and offsite storage of 
month end backup tapes

User Data Security
Dedicated folders of each agent on the server. The 
access of these folders is limited 
Backup for this server taken on a daily basis
The CD/DVD/R drives at each of the user is 
disabled



CONTACT US```

Chairman Board Of Directors
Imran Khan Niazi
imran@niazisolutions.com
+44-203-290-8002 ext 07

Chairman Board Of Directors
Ruqia Shamim
ruqia@niazisolutions.com
+800-812-1212

Head Of  Sales
Natasha Olive
sales@niazisolutions.com
+800-812-sale

General Info
info@niazisolutions.com
+44-203-290-8002
+92-300-4530050


